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WHO D O YOU THIN K YOU ARE
WHAT IS

T

he famous British comedian, Peter Cook, (of
Peter Cook and Dudley
Moore fame) used to own a
restaurant in London in the
closing days of his career on
the stage. Everyone who was
‘anybody’ would vie with each
other to be seen at his ‘Establishment Club’. So, it happened
one evening that a well-known
celebrity turned up at Peter
Cook’s restaurant for dinner
without a booking. This did
not stop this rather pompous
individual from arguing with
the head waiter that he should

«THE SELF»?

Peter Cook
(1937-1995)
English comedian and
satirist.

?

be given a table even without a
booking.
“Don’t you know who I am?”
the frustrated celebrity shouted at the waiter demanding
entrance. Peter Cook calmly
walked up to the man and said:
“Anyone who does not even
know who he is cannot come
in here!”
How many of us could answer
that question – Who do you
think you are? What is ‘The
Self ’?
Psychology: modern psychology sees The Self as an amalgam
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of many different qualities and
emotions something like this:

Psychoanalysis: Famous Swiss
psychiatrist and psychoanalyst,
Carl Jung’s (1875-1961) ideas
on The Self saw an important
role for what he called the
‘Collective Unconscious’ which
influences all humans. It can
be summarized as follows:

On the other hand, Austrian
neurologist and founder of
psychoanalysis, Sigmund
Freud's (1856-1939) theories
of personality development
encompassed several levels
of consciousness operating
simultaneously with the Unconscious:
SUPER-EGO: The censor, or
judge. Incorporates the value
4 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / JULY 2020

judgments of parents.
EGO: Seeks to control the environment and
mediate between the Id and Super-Ego.
ID: Primary energy seeking gratification of basic
drives and avoidance of anxiety.
The Self in Religions:
Ancient Egypt: The ancient Egyptians had a very
complex understanding of the various ‘selves’ within us all: The AKH: Divine Spirit; The SEKHEM:
the emanating power of the Akh; The SAH: the
spiritual or causal soul-body; The BA: the astral
soul body; The KHAIBIT: the shadow; The KHA:
the vital principle within the human being; The
KA and THESU: the double and its system of
chakras (energy centres); The KHAT: the physical
body; The AB: the heart; The REN: the name.
Judaism (Qabbalah): NESHAMAH: The highest
and most spiritual
principle; RUAHH:
Spiritual soul;
NEPHESH: The
astral or vital soul;
GUPH: Physical
body -- the ‘house’
in which all these
others dwell.
Ancient Greek: PNEUMA: Spirit -- literally
"breath”; NOUS: Intuition, higher mind, or "the
Knower within”; PSYCHE: Soul; SOMA: Physical body.
Christianliy: views of the Self as BODY: equivalent to the Physical, Astral, and Energetic bodies
of the Ancient Egyptian configuration, SOUL:
embraces the fields of desire, emotion, and
mind; and SPIRIT: the Divine essence within
each human being;
The Self as Viewed in Traditional
Societies:
Several traditional societies also have a detailed understanding of the complex ‘selves’
within us all.
Africa: Yoruba people of Nigeria (West Africa):
EMIN: Spirit; OKAN: Heart soul; IYE: Mind
principle; OJIJI: Shadow (astral double); ARA:
Physical body.

are founded. At the opposite
extreme from Plato and Kant,
Hume suggested that the Self
is just a bundle of perceptions,
like links in a chain. Hume
argues that our concept of the
Self is a result of our natural
habit of attributing unified
existence to any collection of
associated parts. He said that
this belief is natural, but there
is no logical support for it.
Australian Aboriginal Peoples: GREAT CREATIVE or ANCESTRAL SPIRIT: with which
a person is merged after death; SPIRIT: indestructible, it remains part of the eternal Dreaming Time; BODY: physical, astral, and energetic
bodies.
THE SELF IN WESTERN PHILOSOPHY:
Plato (428-348BC): the Greek philosopher Plato
saw the ideal self should be like a philosopher,
rational and wise, seeking knowledge. Basically.
He says that the Self contains the mind, the
spirit and the appetite. The appetite is likened
to desires, booth good and bad. The mind is the
sense of self and it desires an understanding of
the Forms. The soul is the driving force behind
body and mind. Plato argues that the soul is
eternal and, in his later works, he outlined his
view of the afterlife. He also explains the soul as
having three functions - reason, emotion, and
desire.
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804): After Plato, one
of the most significant philosophers in Western
countries. According to him, we all have an inner and an outer self which together form our
consciousness. The inner self is comprised of
our psychological state and our rational intellect. The outer self includes our sense and the
physical world.
David Hume (1711-1776): David Hume was
the founder of ‘utilitarianism’ or the idea of the
‘greatest good of the greatest number’ upon
which many of the social, economic, and political institutions of modern Western democracies

The Self in Theosophy: principle founder of the Theosophical Society, HP Blavatsky
(1831-1891), envisaged The
Self as a composite entity
which, when manifest, composed of seven aspects of the
one entity as follows:

The essence of all these formulations is that spirit uses
vehicles to express itself on
the different planes of the
universe, and these vehicles
are the different principles -separate but still One. Rather
than three, seven, or even ten
or twelve, as in some configurations, we may think of the
human principles as being like
a pillar of light. Up and down
this pillar of light or consciousJULY 2020 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 5
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ness are foci or "egoic centers"
-- some higher and some lower
on the scale of evolutionary
unfoldment -- manifesting
different aspects of the principles at different times. We
are not talking about a ‘layer
cake’ of principles, but a fluid
whirlpool of forces combining different energies from
high to low throughout one's
being.
Let’s look at all the aspects of
The Self as described by HP
Blavatsky and G de Purucker,
starting with the Lower Four,
or Quaternary, which together form the familiar Personality that we all recognize.
Physical Body, the SthulaSarira: means “gross body,”

tunity during earth-life to learn and progress
in a way that is not possible when living solely
in our spiritual nature. For this reason, highly
spiritual beings like Buddha and Christ had
to find enlightenment while in their physical
bodies before teaching and guiding others.
The physical body is composed of myriads of
lesser lives – cells and atoms – whose evolution is greatly accelerated by being associated
with us, for we are like gods to them. Finally,
because the physical body is the offspring of
the universe, it gives us the key to the workings of the cosmos. “As above, so below,” the
old Hermetic sages said. The use of this law of
analogy – in the action of the nervous system,
the circulation of the blood, the structure of
the cells, and many other facets – provides
a wonderful tool for understanding deeper
teachings regarding the structure and operation of invisible causal worlds.
To many the body is a gross drag upon spiritual experience, but in fact, when controlled
and intelligently used, the body has its own
part to play in the drama of evolution.
The Astral Double: Linga-Sarira: the “model-body” upon which the physical body is
formed. This astral body, which we hear so
much about, is a mould of near-physical matter into which the atoms of the physical body
are built and energized throughout life by
Prana. Though most people have not developed the capacity to see the astral body, some
clairvoyants can perceive its luminous, evershifting coils. Like all the cosmic planes, the

the word sarira also meaning
“foamlike” or “easily dissolved.” This is the muchmaligned physical body,
which is like a spacesuit for
the higher consciousness,
enabling it to act in the lower
material worlds. Through it
we can function as a complete entity across the entire
seven planes of the manifest
universe. We have the oppor6 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / JULY 2020

astral light is sevenfold in nature. Therefore,
because someone can see auras or hear astral
music doesn’t necessarily mean they are highly
evolved spiritually. In fact, it is a blessing for
most of us that the physical body generally
shields us from consciousness of the astral
world. This condition will continue until we
have developed, through lifetimes of testing,
our ethical strength and clear inner sight to
the point that an awareness of the astral world
and its wonders can be properly and safely
appreciated. Imagine, for example, what it
would be like to read in their auras others’
secret thoughts or state of mental and physical
health if we did not have sufficient self-control
to make compassionate use – or no use – of
this knowledge.
Vitality: Prana: meaning “life principle” or
vitality, is the ocean of universal energy in
which we exist, keeping our astral and physical bodies alive during life on earth. We all
have a certain grant or portion of this life
force given us at the beginning of each lifetime
to sustain us and, strangely enough, death is
caused principally by the prolonged wearing
down of the physical organism by the streams
of Pranic energy flowing through it.

Desire: Kama: means “desire,” the driving
force in the human constitution, neither good
nor bad. It is the seat of living electric impulses, desires, and aspirations considered in their
energetic aspect. We are all painfully familiar
with the lower aspects of Kama that adorn

our newspapers and entertainment. Most of humanity
centers its consciousness in
the lower manas and uses the
powers of Kama for selfish
motives. By turning Kama in
this direction, we inevitably
create disharmonies based on
separateness and incur the
suffering we see everywhere.
Compare what we know of
desire with the desires of
Christ and Buddha in their
compassionate self-dedication to a better world.
Mind: Manas: Mind is Dual
forming the Lower and
Higher Manas (meaning
Mind). Let’s start with the
more familiar, Kama Manas:
the Lower Mind or Everyday
Self:
The Lower Manas: is the
faculty of mind attracted
to the principle of desire or
Kama, forming the Personality or Everyday Self. It is our
duty and destiny to raise the
lower mind to union with
the Higher. All our highest
thoughts and actions – compassion, self-forgetfulness,
and aspiration – are those
which more rapidly aid us in
achieving this spiritual goal.
The Lower Quaternary
comprising: Kama (including Kama Manas), Prana,
Linga-Sarira, and SthulaSarira is familiar territory to
us as these qualities form the
components of our Personality. But, much of the next
grouping forming the Upper
JULY 2020 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 7
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Sanskrit root buddh, “to awaken”; hence the
word Buddha, “the awakened one.” It is the
first vehicle by which pure spirit “steps down”
its energies to the physical plane. It acts to
awaken us to our true nature and our responsibilities to a suffering world, manifesting as
understanding, judgment, and discrimination.
From our human standpoint it is a universal
principle, the organ of impersonal love for all
creatures, which is divine. This love is expressed by the “awakened ones” who have attained Buddhic consciousness and come back
to help mankind reach its full potential: Buddha, Christ, Zoroaster, Quetzalcoatl, and the
highest teachers of other world religions.
The Divine Essence: Atman: means “Self ” in
Triad or the Enduring Self
may seem remote from our
daily lives and from modern
psychology.
Higher Manas: A supremely
important fact for us to
remember is that at this
point in our spiritual evolution, Manas (Mind) is dual.
Its higher, more spiritual,
compassionate, and intuitive
aspect is linked with Buddhi
(Compassion) the vehicle of
Spirit (Atman) thus forming
the Higher Immortal Triad –
our enduring Self from one
lifetime to another. Ordinary people, at the present
stage of spiritual evolution
at least, live almost entirely
in their Kama Manas (desire
mind/personality), whereas
a Master of Wisdom, lives
temporarily or entirely in the
Buddhi Manas (the Compassionate Mind).
The Compassionate Spiritual
Nature: Buddhi: from the
8 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / JULY 2020

Sanskrit. Every being, no matter how small,
is a Self, derived from the universal self as a
flame is derived from a fire or a droplet from
the ocean. It is our sense of existence, the “I
Am” at the heart of us, which is universal. Unlike the ego or mind from which we derive the
sense of “I am I,” which is different in every
person. the Atmic sense of pure selfhood, of
being alive and active, is the same in all beings,
human or otherwise. Understanding this basic
universal selfhood leads to the realization of
true spiritual brotherhood and develops all our
highest (because spiritual) powers.
Know Thyself: Considering our composite
nature, we can appreciate what the ancient
Greeks meant when they carved on their
temples “Man, Know Thyself.” As a child of the
universe, made up of all its planes of being, we
each are a key to the universe itself. We begin
to understand that Universal Brotherhood is
not just a platitude, but a fact in nature. We
can realize the importance of centering our
consciousness in the higher aspects of our
composite nature in helping ourselves and others develop spiritually, for “as a man thinketh
in his heart, so is he.” We can see the problems that focusing our awareness in the lowest
aspects of Kama-Manas (Desire-Mind) has
brought to the world.
The wrongful centering of thoughts may also
cause disjunctions between the various aspects
of our composite nature, leading to some types
of mental illnesses. We can begin to appreciate
the true mission of religion – from the Latin
word religio, meaning, ‘to bring back together
that which once was one’ – as a real mission in
life and not just empty platitude.
We can do our bit, each in our own separate
ways, to attack the causes of suffering by shifting the centre of our consciousness to the
far-seeing and compassionate side of human
nature, which is the only way to bring enduring peace and harmony to a troubled world.  n
– The Editor

All esoteric schools
have taught as the very
foundation of their being:
“Man, Know Thyself!”
It has ever been thus,
and the key to this lies in
many things. It lies in the
study of the suffering that
the knot of personality
experiences before its
intricate labyrinth of
selfishness is overpassed;
it lies also, on a more
exoteric plane, in the
perusal of the majestic
literatures of past ages;
the brain work, the heart
work, the work of the
soul, of the seers and sages
of every era. Greatest of
all, it lies in the study of
love for others and utter
forgetfulness of self.
Therein lies the mystery
of Buddhahood, of
Christhood: forgetfulness
of self, absorption in
love all-encompassing,
unbounded, frontierless,
of all that is.
– G de Purucker.
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Prometheus
stealing the
‘fire’ of mind
from the
Gods.

THE HIDDEN

SELF:

An Ancient and Modern Quest.
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A

N ANCIENT QUEST: It
seems that when the Gods
were young, Man had the
audacity to claim kinship with them.
However, the Gods found with Man’s
claim, the case was just. They were
greatly alarmed at the prospect of
losing their supremacy. “He must be
prevented from storming the Gates of
Heaven!” they cried.

the seeing of Oneness and the falling away of everything particular
and individual. The seeing itself was
not located within, but first seemed
to be like 3D glasses imposed on my
ordinary vision, and later localized as
seeing “on top of the head” …
I questioned myself, what is conscious of the disappearance of the
ordinary sense of self ? She wrote
of, “Something that is just there,
So, they stole his Godhood, the spark
just watching, and ‘That’ is true life,
of Divinity he possessed, and tried
while all the energies that
to find a safe place to hide it.
come and go are not
But no satisfactory place
true life. But what
“Th
e
soul
is
in
was found on Heaven
is ‘That’ that
the body, just like the sap
or on the Earth. So,
remains and
is in the tree. Understanding
they appealed to
observes?”
the Great Father of
…
grows in the soul, just like the
the Gods.
greening of branches and the leaves of “The step
He replied: “Give
the tree. Therefore, O person, you who beyond
man’s Godhood to
No-Self
think your understanding is good,
me, and I will put
is like the
understand
what
you
are
in
your
it where Man will
dissolusoul.”
not easily find it.
tion of that
– Hildegard of Bingen.
That will be within
which remains
Man himself.” “But
when It draws
exactly where?” said the
back into Itself as
Gods. “That is my secret.”
if overcome by Its own
Said the Great Father, “and always
intensity. Even though what
will be my secret until Man discovers
Is is all that Is, Its acts or doing –
it for Himself.”
which is identical with Itself – is not
its entirety, for what we know of It, is
A Modern Quest: In the modern age,
only that which falls into the realm
Catholic mystic, Bernadette Roberts
of the known – the created, that is.
(1931-2017), writes of her own mysBut there seems to exist a fullness of
tic search for this inner Self hidden
act that does not fall into the known
within Humanity.
or created, and to be overcome by
this fullness means that at any moTypically for mystics, she struggles to
ment all we know to exist may easily,
describe the mystical experience in
instantly, and painlessly be dissolved
words we can understand:
into what Is. I do not understand this
“Initially, with the falling away of
mechanism, but I do know this dissoall sense of having an interior life,
lution, this enduring intensity, is the
there had been a turning outward to
ending and last of all silences” .
n

Bernadette
Roberts
(1931-2017)
Christian
mystic,
author of
The Experience of
No-Self:
A Contemplative
Journey.
1993.
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– Amanda
F. Rooke,
Melbourne,
Australia.

T

he University bus-stop is a
Parent spiders can
waiting-ground, a restingbe posed strateI remind
place between the
gically above
myself a hundred times
following of new paths. As
their white
a
day
that
my
inner
as
well
such, one is more keenly
orb-shaped
as my outer life depend on
aware than usual of obseregg-sack,
the work of other people, both
vations pertinent to Life
like an
and its Way. Crooning
living and dead, and that I must eight-finpigeons nurse their young
gered, halfmake an effort to give as much
among the precipitous
closed hand
as I have received and still
eaves of the university buildguarding a
receive.
ings, where one false step
precious pearl.
–
Albert
Einstein.
necessitates an early introducAt a distance,
tion to the skills of flight. Swallows
exceeding the
sweep and skit about the cavernous
pouncing-distance of an
ceilings and sparrows strafe the window spaces,
adult spider, was another, and
snapping at passing midges.
yet another, and yet more, such
orbs, each with its attendant
Spiders have colonized the window frames, out
parent, along the full height
of reach of feathered marauders. Like a human
of the frame. Each nest was a
colony, the parents have colonized in heavy
perfect replica of its neighbour,
concentrations in a favoured architectural site.
so the colony resembled a long
tenement house or a multi-storied block of apartments.
It struck the viewer how similar are the needs and pressures
upon members of the human
and animal kingdoms and
An Experience of Awareness how similar are their solutions.
However, each spider had created the same dwelling according
to some inner pattern, followed
step by step to completion,
trusting his own inner light to
lead him through the tunnel.
The human viewer, though
unaware of this pattern, had
the ability to observe its beauty
objectively from the outside.
And similarly, God silently
observing the man, holds in his
hand the key to both the inner
and outer awareness of His
two ‘younger brothers’ and he
knows that they, too, will eventually possess this self-born
ecliptic knowledge.
n

WEBSITE:
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CARTO ON COMME NT:
religion and spirituality
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All face to face meetings have been cancelled
due to the Covid-19 health emergency

ZOOM Online
Meetings:

In June, we inaugurated a
series of online meetings using
the ZOOM computer system.
They are available at 7.30pm8.30pm each Tuesday night
Melbourne time. Subjects are
indicated on our website for
each coming month at:
www.theosophydownunder.org/
ifensterl.php?./library/
Please contact: andrewrooke@hotmail.com if you
are interested in joining these
meetings

Melbourne Library
Reopens:

The library and reading
room in Melbourne at 664
Glenhuntly Road, South
Caulfield, in Melbourne,
reopened on June 2nd. It is
now open Tuesday mornings
9.30am to 12.30pm for book
loans and use of the reading
room. Come in for a coffee and
a chat!

Face-to-Face
Meetings in
Melbourne:

All face-to-face meetings
at our Library Centre in
Melbourne were suspended
in March due to the global
COVID-19 pandemic.

Please check our Theosophy
Downunder Website at:
www.theosophydownunder.org
for the latest information and
list of meetings when they
become available. We hope
to repeat the lectures we have
missed when we are able to
hold meetings once again.
Please note that seating in our
meeting room has been greatly
reduced to 15 seats due to
social distancing requirements
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
When we have meetings
available once again, we will
have to limit the number of
attendees at our meetings.

New on our
Website:

New articles added to our
website include the following
from Don Shepherd: The
Cosmic Osiris; The Cosmic
Brahma; Buddhism:
HP Blavatsky and the
Indeterminant Self; from
Andrew Rooke: Mad World?
Why is Life so Tough for So
Many People?; The Many
Faces of Love; and in our
‘Religions in a Nutshell’
series: Zoroastrianism;
Religions of Japan: Shinto
and Zen Buddhism; New
Versions of Christianity:
Mormonism, Seventh Day
Adventism, and Jehovah’s
Witnesses; and, Scientology.
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New in the
Melbourne Library:

The Theosophical Pasadena
Library Centre is at 664 Glenhuntly Rd, Caulfield South open
on Tuesday mornings, 9.30am12.30pm except school holidays.
Books are available for loan to
regular attendees at our meetings and U3A students attending the Ancient Wisdom course
(Tuesday meetings) or by mail to
members. Newly added to our
library: Davidson, G., A Dictionary of Angels, including the
Fallen Angels; St. Augustine, The
Confessions of Saint Augustine,
translated by E.B. Pusey; Pagels,
E., The Gnostic Paul: Gnostic
Exegesis of the Pauline Letters;
Heline, C., Healing & Regeneration Through Colour/Music;
Shanks, H., & B. Witherington
III, The Brother of Jesus: The
Dramatic Story and Meaning of
the First Archaeological Link to
Jesus & His Family; Thorsson,
E., Rune Law: A Handbook of
Esoteric Runeology; RadfordReuther, R., Womanguides:
Readings Toward a Feminist
Theology; Tolle, E., A New
Earth: Awakening toYour Life’s
Purpose; Starhawk, The Spiral
Dance: A Rebirth of the Ancient
Religion of the Great Goddess;
Tacey, D., Gods & Diseases:
Making Sense of our Physical
& Mental Wellbeing; Tacey, D.,
Jung & The New Age; Tolle, E.,
Stillness Speaks; Gregory, P.N.,

& S. Mrozik, Women Practising
Buddhism: American Experience; Nichols, R., The Book of
Druidry; MacGregor, N. with
E. Lang-Muir, Seeing Salvation:
Images of Christ in Art.
Please note that all new books
in the Melbourne library are
now listed in our online library
catalogue which has just been
updated on our website:
www.theosophy downunder.org

International
Headquarters:

The Theosophical Society,
Pasadena, has a comprehensive
website,
www.theosociety.org where
a wide selection of online
publications, information
regarding the basic concepts,
objectives and history of the
society can be viewed.

American Section:

The Spiral Path: we welcome
a brand-new theosophical
magazine published the
American Section of our
Theosophical Society, The
Spiral Path. The first issue was
published in April 2020 and
includes articles from its editor,
the recently appointed National
Secretary of the American
Section, Scott Osterhage,
and articles by WQ Judge:
‘Living in the Now’; and G de
Purucker: ‘The Still, Small Path’.
Congratulations to the American
Section on the inaugural issue,
and we look forward to many
more in the future. The Spiral
Path is available in print from
our library in Melbourne, or on
the internet at:
www.theosocietyamsec.org/thespiral-path

Northwest (USA):

A wide range of articles and
all editions of the Theosophy
Northwest View newsletter are
listed at:
www.theosophy-nw.org

British Section:

For all back copies of the
newsletter, Compass, and
general information go to
www.theosophical.org.uk

Swedish Section:

http://www.theosociety.org/
pasadena/sverige/index.htm
For online literature in
Swedish visit:
http://theosociety.org/pasadena/
sverige/teosofiskabokforlaget/
index.htm

Exploring
Theosophy:

German Section:

We welcome the latest issue of
the new online magazine in
German language, Logos, from
our German Section in its new
bright and attractive format. The
theme of this issue is the global
Codiv-19 Pandemic discussed
from a spiritual perspective in
addition to many other articles
and reviews. For general information:
www.theosophie.de

This website, maintained by
David Pratt, features a wide
range of topics relating to theosophy:
http://davidpratt.info

Amazing New
Discoveries of the
Ancient History of
Mankind:

The Netherlands
Section:
For general information:
http://theosofie.net

South African
Section:

The latest June 2020 issue of
the South African newsletter,
Contact, has the theme ‘Seasons of Change’ with a wide
variety of articles by leading
theosophical writers of our TS
reflective of the current world
situation and the possibilities
it may present. A copy of the
newsletter is available in our
Melbourne library.

6000-Year-Old Prehistoric
Inscription with Greek Letters:
An amazing discovery was
brought to light by archaeologists in excavations of prehistoric Pella's Archondikon, in
central Greece. Discovered in
the lower layers of the settlement, a stone column, approximately 30x20 cm with
engraved letters of the Greek
alphabet.
First estimations indicated a
date around 4000 BC, long
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before the invention of cuneiform writing of the Sumerians (about 3500 BC). The
excavations in the "mound" of
Archondikon began in 1991
and continues today. This discovery breaks the established
theory on the introduction of
the Greek alphabet from the
Phoenicians the 6th century
BC. More evidence is coming
to light as Theosophy indicates that humanity has a vast
history of civilization beyond
what we have traditionally accepted.

The Longyou Caves
in China:

A group of 24 artificial sandstone caverns located at Fenghuang Hill, near the village
of Shiyan Beicun on the Qu
River in Longyou County,
Quzhou prefecture, Zhejiang
province, China. Created
more than 3,000 years ago,
they were not recorded in
any historical documents
and were only rediscovered
by farmers in 1992. In June
1992, four farmers in Longyou discovered the caves by
accident when they drained
the water of five small ponds

in their village. The ponds
turned out to be five large
manmade caverns. Further
investigation revealed 19
more caverns nearby. They
have been determined to be
from the pre-dynastic era,
ie more than 3000 years old
and maybe much older, and
their construction is not
recorded in any historical
documents. The caves are
notable in several respects:
They are very large considering their man-made origin:
the average floor area of each
cave is over 1,000 square
metres (11,000 sq ft), with
heights of up to 30 metres
(98 ft), and the total area
covered is in excess of 30,000
square metres (320,000 sq
ft).The ceiling, wall and pillar surfaces are all finished in
the same manner as a series
of parallel bands or courses
about 60 cm wide containing
parallel chiselling marks set
at an angle of about 60° to
the axis of the course. This
leads some authorities to
believe they may have been
made by advanced machinery. There is no trace of the
thousands of tons of excavated rock anywhere in the
vicinity of the caves. They
have maintained their structural integrity and appear
not to interconnect with each
other. Their original purpose
is a complete mystery, but
similar structures are found
in many parts of the world,
for example, the Elephanta
Caves near Mumbai, India;
Abu Simbel rock-cut Temple
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in Egypt; Cave Temples
in the Himalayas; and the
Henges, Barrows, and Tombs
in Ireland which, according
to Theosophy, all served as
spiritual initiation centres in
ancient times.

Massive Increase
in Prayer Since
Covid-19:

a recent study shows a
massive increase in prayer
around the world since
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Professor Jeanet Sinding
Bentzen, executive director
of the Association for the
Study of Religion, Economics
and Culture, using Google
Trends data on internet
searches for “prayer” for
75 countries, found that
“search intensity for ‘prayer’
doubles for every 80,000
new registered cases of
COVID-19. The findings
were part of a preliminary
draft study titled, In Crisis,
We Pray: Religiosity and
the COVID-19 Pandemic,
released online on March
30. The data-timeline
showing “search intensity
on ‘prayer’ is flat before a
country registers its first
case of COVID-19,” and
then drastically rises after
the first case is registered
in a country for all regions
of the world, including
Muslim majority nations.
The increases in prayer
intensity documented here
are the largest the world

has experienced since 2004,
the earliest date for which
the Google Trends data is
available. Professor Bentzen
concludes that “we humans
have a tendency to use
religion to cope with crisis.
The COVID-19 has proven
no exception.” Perhaps one
of the positives coming from
this health crisis is that it has
turned people’s attention to
spirituality. As Buddhism
and Theosophy tell us,
suffering and the realisation
of our mortality is one of
the pathways to spiritual
understanding.

Global Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Fall
Dramatically as a
Result of COVID-19
lock-down:
The COVID-19 pandemic
represents the biggest shock
to the global economy in
more than seven decades, but

wide lock-down at the levels
new research says that the
seen in early April reduces
outbreaks are likely to result
annual global energy dein a record-breaking 8% anmand by about 1.5%. Hopenual decline in carbon emissions—the largest decrease in fully governments can learn
from the COVID-19 crisis by
history. The report projects
putting clean energy technolthat energy demand will fall
ogies—renewables, efficien6% in 2020—seven times the
cy, batteries, hydrogen and
decline after the 2008 global
carbon capture—at the heart
financial crisis. In absolute
of their plans for economic
terms, the decline is unprecrecovery. Investing in those
edented—the equivalent
areas can create jobs, make
of losing the entire energy
economies more competitive
demand of India, the world’s
and steer the world towards
third largest energy cona more resilient and cleaner
sumer. Advanced economies
energy future.
n
like Australia are expected to
see the biggest declines, with
demand set to fall by 9% in
the United States and by
Nothing is more
11% in the European
important than empathy
Union. The impact of
for
another human being’s
the crisis on energy
suffering. Nothing.
demand is heavily
Not a career. Not wealth, not
dependent on the
intelligence. Certainly not status.
duration and stringency of measures
We have to feel for one another
to curb the spread of
if we’re going to survive
the virus. For inwith dignity
stance, the Internation– Audrey Hepburn
al Energy Agency found
that each month of worldJULY 2020 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 17

WHY IS LIFE SO TOUGH FOR SO MANY PEOPLE?
Part 1: A World of Causes
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L

ooking at the dramatic impact of the
massive Australian bushfires in January
this year, the COVID-19 Pandemic since
March, the riots across the US in June, and
glancing back through the pages of history,
there’s no doubting that life can be mighty
tough sometimes for most people.

Buddhists call our Earth one of many ‘Hells’
– a ‘Myalba’ – ‘a World of Causes’, a place for
the generation and working out of our Karma.
Modern ‘Life-Between-Life’ (LBL) therapists, such as Dr Michael Newton in his book
Journey of Souls, also note that their research
indicates that Earth life is especially challenging and often very difficult for the souls incarnating here. Movies, magazines, and advertising encourage us to think that life is supposed
to be ‘happy’ and fulfilling all the time. But it
often doesn’t seem to work out that way. We
have created Karma here in the past - and here
on Earth it must be balanced if we are to grow
and progress in spiritual awareness. This world
is one of many classrooms of life we humans
must attend if we are to grow spiritually. But
why does Earth-life have to be such a tough
classroom for the majority of people?
Do we agree with the 1980s rock band, ‘Tears
for Fears’ that this is a Mad World?
“… All around me are familiar faces
Worn out places, worn out faces
Bright and early for their daily races
Going nowhere, going nowhere
Their tears are filling up their glasses
No expression, no expression
Hide my head, I want to drown my sorrow
No tomorrow, no tomorrow
And I find it kinda funny, I find it kinda sad
The dreams in which I'm dying are the best
I've ever had
I find it hard to tell you, I find it hard to take
When people run in circles it's a very, very
Mad world, mad world…”

Is this a very, very, Mad World? Why is life
so tough for so many people?
A WORLD OF CAUSES: Earth life is a very
important classroom of life because all seven
aspects of our inner constitution are functional during each lifetime (see the article
above, ‘What is the
Self?’, for details
of a theosophical
explanation of the
inner constitution
of humanity).
This means that
we only have the
opportunity to be
functional in the
higher aspects of
our being across
all seven planes of
reality available in
the manifest universe when we are alive in this
world. People often say that they long for a rest
from the stresses and strains we all experience
in our daily lives. However, Theosophy tells us
that when we are resting in the heaven worlds
after death, we are functional in only the three
higher aspects of our being and therefore we
cannot initiate the ‘causes’ which will help us
to find an enduring enlightened state of living.
You might call the heaven worlds the ‘Worlds
of Effects’ compared to this world as the
‘World of Causes.’ It is for this very reason that
great teachers such as the Buddha and Jesus
had to find enlightenment, ie. learn how to
live in the higher aspects of their inner nature,
whilst alive in this world. We are destined to
follow their example, no matter how long it
takes!
COSMOLOGICAL FACTORS: The Ancient
Wisdom teaches us our Solar System and
Earth are living entities of which we are an

¬
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essential component. Like all of us, the Earth
has its own life and stages of growth in which
we are enmeshed. Just as the Earth hurtles
through space at 70,000 kph in the wake of
the Sun, we humans are going where the Earth
is headed and we have the choice to grow, or
regress, within the larger life of the Earth. Our
planet will indulgently give us time to grow as
it progresses through its own life. But there are
limits if we are not flowing with the current of
its life-force.
At the present time the Ancient Wisdom tells us
that the Earth is just beyond half-way through
its present life-cycle, just coming around from
its most material phase into an upward arc
towards spirituality. Our planet has plumbed
the depths of materialism during the 4th Root
Race (Atlantean) for this 4th Round of its life,
and we are now into the 5th Root Race of the 4th
Round - the Earth as we know it with all of its
beauty and terror. Are we prepared to flow with
the Earth in its growth towards a more spiritual
phase of its life?
THE EARTH AND HUMANITY WORKING OUR WAY THROUGH THE DESIRE
PRINCIPLE: Just as every person has hidden
qualities of character, emotion, and spirituality
which are invisible to our eyes, our Earth has its
own complex inner constitution. The Ancient
Wisdom tells us that the Earth is in process of
unfolding all the sevenfold aspects of its Desire or ‘Kama’ principle in this 4th Round of its
life. Enigmatically theosophical teacher, G. de
Purucker says that man is more highly evolved
than our Earth, on its own scale, of course.
Because man corresponds to ‘Mahat’, or Cosmic
Mind, while our earth corresponds to ‘Kama’, or
Cosmic Desire, a stage lower. Understandably
therefore there will be many problems for humanity inhabiting its surface related to Desire
and Attachment to materialism. We see this
everywhere in human behaviour.
It is worth remembering what the Ancient Wisdom teaches in the teachings of the Inner and
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Outer Rounds, that the Earth is our home for a
very long time, but it is not our only home in the
solar system.
Will we make the best of our opportunities to
work through all the lessons related to the Desire
principle and move on to higher challenges on
other worlds in the distant future?
THE KALI YUGA: No doubt the character of
our present time, which in Hindu philosophy and
Theosophy is called ‘The Kali Yuga’ or ‘Black Age’
of the majority of present Humanity, strengthens
the hands of the servants of the Dark Side.
It should also always be said that the ancient sages
advised that the Kali Age, and the activities of the
servants of the Dark Side generally, whilst terrible
in their assault on the finer instincts of man, are
really a testing ground for our moral mettle so we
can progress to higher states of consciousness in
the distant future (we are 5,000 years into the Kali
Age which is of 432,000 years duration according to
Theosophy).
It is said that the students of the mysteries (the
“Chelas”) yearn for Kali Yuga as more progress
can be made in its adverse moral atmosphere
than at other times when conditions are easier.
As a friend once described the challenge and
opportunity of this present age from an esoteric
viewpoint: “You don’t build your muscles pushing
against the air”.
PROxIMITY OF THE EARTH TO THE
PLANET OF DEATH: It is worth taking a
moment to consider the Earth’s spiritual status
amongst the planets of our Solar System. It is
not included amongst the Seven Sacred Planets
associated with the administration of our Solar
System. According to some spiritual teachers,
the earth is not a Sacred Planet as it has not
yet passed the planetary equivalent of the 4th
initiation for humans. In fact, theosophical
teacher, G de Purucker says that humanity, being a reflection of ‘Mahat’ or Universal Mind, in
fact is more spiritually advanced than the Earth
we walk upon! Seven Planets are especially connected with our Earth. The ‘Rectors’ of these
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planets mutually assist in the formation and administration of the seven or twelve globes of our Earth’s
planetary chain of visible and invisible globes. They
are, counting away from the Sun: SUN (standing for
the invisible planet ‘VULCAN’), MERCURY, VENUS, MOON (standing for the invisible ‘PLANET
OF DEATH’), MARS, JUPITER and SATURN. The
other planets and ‘dwarf ’ planets: Uranus, Neptune,
Pluto and the ‘new’ dwarf planets recently discovered
in the outer solar system, are either ‘captures’ or part
of the ‘Universal Solar System’. Further, the Earth is
said by the Ancient Wisdom to be close to the Planet
of Death (interestingly one of the seven sacred planets) – the ‘sewerage system’ of the solar system connecting our solar system to the hierarchy below, in
the sense of more material, than ours. No doubt we
are not in close proximity to this dread place without
its affect upon life on the Earth.
THE PLANET OF DEATH: The
‘Eighth Sphere’, ‘Realm of Mara’,
or ‘Lilith’ is said by the Ancient
Wisdom to be located somewhere
near the Earth’s Moon, but it is
invisible to ordinary humanity due
to its gross materiality. It is in its
7th or final Round of manifest life.
It is currently inhabited by beings suited to its, to us,
terrible conditions. The ‘failures’ as humans – Black
Magicians and Sorcerers - eventually descend from
our hierarchy amongst the natural inhabitants of this
world. The Planet of Death is too dense for us to see.
This is the highest Globe of the planetary hierarchy
below our solar system.
It serves as a receptacle of negative influences from our
solar system – not unlike a sewage system of the Solar
System. The ultimate destination of black magicians if
they do not change their ways.
HUMAN FACTORS – ‘PUSH ME, PULL YOU’: Let’s
forsake our ‘cosmological telescope’ for the ‘cosmological microscope’ and take a closer look at the
micro-cosmos of human life from the perspective of
the Ancient Wisdom. As we have seen, at this stage of
our long spiritual journey on Earth, the majority of
Humanity is functioning in the Desire aspect of Mind
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(Kama Manas) rather than the
Compassion Mind (Buddhi
Manas) – with all the problems this creates in our human
world, ie. we are largely out
of tune with our true spiritual
Selves. Yet we feel the innate
pull to the higher and finer
aspects of our human nature.
We live in a world of contrasts

as a consequence:
• with both physical and mental suffering;
• a natural feeling of kinship with others whilst struggling against each other;
• competing and collaborating at the same time;
• morally weak and yet sometimes strong in extreme
situations;
• in a constant state of ‘Push Me Pull, You’ between
the Lower and Higher aspects of our Being.
As the great Buddhist Master, Asvaghoshya, advises
us spiritual students:
“… [We] should contemplate the fact, that although all
things are transitory and empty, yet, nevertheless, on
the physical plane [of our Earth-life] they have a relative
value to those who are cherishing false imagination; to
these ignorant people [the majority of humanity], suffering is very real – it always has been and it always will
be – immeasurable and innumerable sufferings. Ignorant
beings have been immersed in suffering all their lives,
and knowing how diﬃcult it is to escape from suffering,
are unconscious that all things and suffering are transient and empty and dream-like, all of which makes their
condition more pitiable.
Because of all this, there is awakened in the mind
of every earnest disciple a deep compassion for the
suffering of all beings that prompts him to dauntless,
earnest zeal and the making of great vows. He resolves
to give all he has and all he is to the emancipation
of all beings…After these vows, the sincere student
should at all times and as far as his strength and mind
permit, practice those deeds which are beneficial alike
to others and himself…”
n
– The Editor.

The great struggle must
be to open up my outer
self, that my Higher Being
may shine through, for I
know in my heart the God
sits patient, and that his
pure rays are merely veiled
from me by the many
strivings and illusions that
I bring on outwardly. –
William Quan Judge.

Next Issue: Mad World? Why is Life So Tough for So
Many People? Part 2: The Human Dimension.
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BETTER
HEALTH
DU RING
COVID -19
What Can I Do if Someone
is Feeling Distressed
or Disturbed?

2020 has been an extraordinary year so far with the CO-

VID-19 health emergency and social isolation measures and their
aftermath of unemployment, and having to deal with the whole
spectrum of stressful situations at home. During this time we are
all likely to encounter distressed and disturbed people so a few
practical tips on how to deal with such a situation may be useful.
Our first reaction is probably to call in the professionals, but it
can also be very helpful for another person to simply offer warm,
non-judgemental support that communicates hope and leaves
people feeling more connected. Some further practical ways to
offer support to someone in distress:
Create Safety: Take a deep breath and centre yourself. Ask the
person if there’s anything they need. Speak calmly and respectfully. If
practical invite the person to a place of physical safety.
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Figure it out together: Ask the person what’s up, or
what’s happened – sometimes people just need to be heard. When
we are distressed, we may focus on a particular complaint or we
may not know what is upsetting us at all. Listen for the ordinary
human needs within a person’s communication. It can help to
guess what the need is: “It sounds like you’re feeling overwhelmed
and you need to feel safe. Is that right?” Don’t worry about exactly
what’s ‘right’ or get caught up in debating or disagreeing with the
person over what’s going on for them. Everyone’s perspectives and
feelings are valid.
Trust that people have skills and resources: Assume that the person is capable and resourceful – even if you
want to be helpful, it’s good to make sure you’re not taking over
or making decisions for people. It may be useful to ask if a person
wants to be connected with a support person. Focus on where
the person wants to be. Understand that sometimes a crisis is an
opportunity for positive change. Assume that a person wants to
move toward a positive place for them and offer hope that a person can get there.
Share personal experience – if it’s useful: If you can
relate to a what a person is saying, you might choose to share a
little of your own experience. Sometimes, people find it really
helpful to know they’re not alone – but - sometimes, the last thing
someone wants to hear is: “I know how you feel”. Use your judgement about whether it’s useful to share something about yourself
right then. Sometimes the person may be interested in connecting with people who have had similar experiences. It may be
useful to offer information about services which may be able to
help them. – Edited from a Well-Ways pamphlet with additional
comments by the Editor.
Buteyko Breathing Method.
Konstantin Buteyko, 1920-2003, was a Russian/Ukrainian respiratory specialist whose breathing method, which necessitates
nose breathing, gained some degree of acceptance there from the
scientific community. John Wilson is a member of our group in
Melbourne and an authorized specialist in Butyeko training. He
recommends the Buteyko breathing method from his own personal experience and as a Butyeko trainer as a way of maintaining
good respiratory health during the CODIV-19 pandemic.
If you wish to find out more about the Buteyko method, please
contact John direct at: jgwconsult1@optusnet.com.au 
n
- John Wilson, Melbourne, Australia.
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Grit in world machine,
Clocks still measure, but time slows,
Tides defy Covid
– Stefan Carey

I AM THE RIVER
The water moves on past the huts of the beggar and the castle,
Past the homes of the most humble and the castle of the most arrogant king,
Through the flood of the wet season and the pall of the dry,
I wind my way ever on.
Limping over the freshly torn bough,
And striding over the million-year-old cascade,
Which by all attempts I fail to wear away,
But I am not worn, I go on and on.
If there is resistance I will slowly but certainly find another path.
This is the work of ages for me,
I am content to be the River.

- Stefan Carey, Lorne, Victoria, Australia.
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F
Picture: Lao
Tzu, meaning
‘Old Master’,
the founder of
Taoism. He is
pictured not
only riding an
Ox, but usually
sitting on the
side or facing
backwards
occupied with
something
else other than
monitoring
the ride. It is
an example
of Wu Wei
(Non-Doing or
Non-Action).
He is achieving
his travel with
minimal effort.
The ox is also
a symbol of
stability, and
he is showing
his mastery in
riding it. Lao
Tzu is depicted
riding the ox
because he is
a fully realized master of
the nature of
mind.

ounded by Chinese
philosopher, Lao Tzu
(meaning: ‘The Old
Master’) 2,500 years ago
and developed by Chuang
Tzu and Huai-nan Tzu. The
Tao means ‘The Way’, ie:
the substance/creator of all
things. Today Taoism has
approximately 30 million
followers mainly in China
and South East Asia. It is a
non-dogmatic philosophy
based upon the book by Lao
Tzu, Tao Te Ching (meaning:
‘The Way and its Power’). It
is up to each person to find
‘’The Way’, the energy of the
Universe, the path of the
Universe. If you picture life
as a river, you are no different from the river, you are
the river, if you obstruct the
flow of the river you fight the
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irresistible force of the Tao current creating
imbalance and disharmony in your life.
Major Concepts:
Wu Wei: meaning: ‘Non-Doing or ‘Non-Action’ or,
more accurately, right action in accordance with
The Way and not being attached to the results of
our actions. Action by non-action, by not trying to
fight the characteristics of who we are, our own intuition, handle what comes up in front of us, don’t
dwell on the past and be in the flow of the Universe.
The only way to understand the Tao is through the
intuition (Tzu-jan), this attitude does not discriminate but responds immediately and spontaneously.
Simplicity: it is best to be simple, modest, humble,
and non-ambitious and go with the flow of the
natural order – the Tao, as the Taoists say: ‘Having
less is more’.
Spontaneity: be spontaneous, react to the situation
in front of you, life is a moment by moment experience, so be in that moment. Don’t spend your
energy regretting the past or fearing the future.

Managing Desires in Small Steps (Kaizen): Lao
Tzu, affirms that people who take less will always
have more. People with insatiable desires end up
becoming obsessed with the object of their “affection” which tends to throw their energies, and their
thought processes, out of control. To Lao Tzu, greed
without limits constituted the worse of the vices.
If you work towards being content with what you
have, you would find that you already have enough
to be happy. One can easily reach Peace of Spirit
when you limit the amount of desires to manifest in
your life. Lao Tzu says: “The sage does not hoard.
The more he helps others, the more he benefits
himself, the more he gives to others, the more he
gets himself. The Way of Heaven does one good
but never does one harm. The Way of the Sage is to
act but not to compete.” But how do you get to this
point of detachment from desires when modern
society is pushing indulgence at you constantly?
Taoism advises that it is always better to deal with
facts and situations while they are small, before
they become bigger and more difficult. If one is
planning to reach a big goal, one should establish a
series of small steps that would guide one safely to
the destination. This is essentially the principal of
Kaizen: progress through small increments. As Lao
Tzu says: “The journey of a thousand miles begins
with the first step.”
God: there is little discussion of God in Taoism as
He/She/It is undefinable, not understandable by
humans – so why waste time discussing these questions endlessly? Don’t get in the way of the Tao by
indulging in such intellectual debates. Some Taoists
believe in God, some are atheists, some followers of
other religions.
The Three Treasures: Spiritual Energy, Sexual and
Emotional Energy – being in tune with
these energies allows you to be with the
Tao.
Yin and Yang: the Taoist symbol
shows that there is always light and
darkness, male and female energy,
spirit and earth. Yang is the active
principle and Yin, the principle of rest

or stillness. The interaction of
these two principles engenders
the phenomenal world which is
relative and changing unlike the
permanent Tao from whence it
is derived.
Hierarchy of Forces: the highest is the unmanifest Tao, next
the primordial Chaos, next the
Three Officials or Three Heavenly Worthies/Pure Ones -The
first Pure One is Universal or
Heavenly Chi (life energy). The
second Pure One is Human
Plane Chi, and the third Pure
One is Earth Chi. Next comes
a vast array of Gods inhabiting
the nine heavens, followed by
demons, humans, animals, etc.
These need to be placated and
kept in balance through rituals,
meditation, and the control of
earthly desires thus enabling a
person to manifest the Tao in
their lives. When this happens,
you achieve:
Immortality (Chen-Jen, or ‘True
Human’): goal of all Taoists. This
is not necessarily the preservation of the body but the achievement of spiritual enlightenment
or Transcendence. Taoists
believe that there are many men
and women that have achieved
such Immortality and that it is
perfectly possible to become one
if you follow Hygiene
and Dietary Disciplines, Breathing techniques,
Circulation of
the ‘Inner Breath’,
Sexual self-control, Moral actions
and attitudes.
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Buddhist Concepts: Karma, Reincarnation, Monasticism and Celibacy derived essentially from
Buddhism are accepted by many Taoists.
Sects: Taoism developed gradually into a fully
religious movement in the second century
AD with the Way of the Great Peace (Taip’ing Tao) and the Way of the Celestial Masters (Tien-Shih Tao). In the fourth century
AD the Mao-Shan sect and the Ling-Pao
sects evolved which concentrated on immortality and
end-of-the-world predicTao is infinite.
tions. Since then many
other sects, rituals
If we use it, we find it inexhaustible.
and forms of Taoist
Deep and unfathomable,
magic have develIt seems to be Ancestor of all things.
oped. The White
It rounds off our angles,
Cloud Monastery
It unravels our difficulties,
in Beijing is a
It tempers our light,
fully functional
Taoist temple and
It is lowly as the dust,
is the seat of the
It is pure,

It remains everlasting.
- from Tao TehKing, IV

Picture:
Zhongywe
Temple, one
of the oldest
Taoist temples in China.
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Chinese Taoist Association.
Taoism survives strongest in
Taiwan where priests receive
ordination from the Celestial
Master, they conduct exorcisms, healing, community
services of thanks-giving,
inauguration of temples,
training of Taoist priests, etc.
In essence, Taoism encourages us to go with the flow of
life, having non-action in your
life, acceptance, don’t dwell on
the past, don’t worry endlessly
about the future – live life,
be happy, be kind to others
and yourself – including your
flaws, your history – these are
all aspects of the Tao – decide
what you are going to do right
Now! 
n
– compiled by the Editor.

BOOK REVIEWS

The Tao of Pooh – Benjamin Hoff, Penguin Books,
1983. Available in our Melbourne library.

This little book explains the
ancient Chinese philosophy of Taoism (translated
as ‘The Way’) by using the
characters from the Pooh
Bear children’s stories originally by AA Milne. All our
favourite childhood characters are there representing
various ways of coping with

life: Eeyore (the donkey)
frets anxiously; Piglet (the
pig) is forever hesitating;
Rabbit calculates, and Owl ,
the intellectual, pontificates
endlessly whilst the situation deteriorates around
him. Meanwhile, Pooh Bear
just IS.
The major ideas of Taoism are examined using
the Christopher Robin and
Pooh Bear stories such as
the teachings of P’u (trans.
‘Uncarved Block’) and Wu
Wei (trans. ‘Non-Action’),
and especially the need for
calmness and an appreciation of Nothingness.
From the Tao of Pooh,
Pooh Bear instructs us on
methods by which we may
understand The Way (Tao):
“To know the Way, we go
the Way; We do the Way
the way we do the things
we do. It’s really all there
in front of you. But if you
try too hard to see it, you’ll
only become confused. I am
me, and you are you, as you

can see. But when you do
the things that you can do,
you will find the Way, and
the Way will follow you.”
– Reviewed by the Editor.

The Cambridge Handbook
of Mysticism and Esotericism – Edited by Glenn A.
Magee. Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
2019. Available in our Melbourne Library.
One of the aims of the
Theosophical Society
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“To laugh often
and much; to win
the respect of the
intelligent people
and the affection of
children; to earn the
appreciation of honest
critics and endure
the betrayal of false
friends; to appreciate
beauty; to find the
beauty in others; to
leave the world a bit
better whether by a
healthy child, a garden
patch, or a redeemed
social condition; to
know that one life
has breathed easier
because you lived
here. This is to have
succeeded.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson.

is to examine the world’s
religions and philosophies
to find the ‘golden thread’
of the ancient wisdom that
connects them. This new
book compiles many obscure facts about Western
traditions of mysticism and
esoteric philosophy that
have not been available before succinctly in one place
including: Rosicrucianism,
Alchemy, Astrology, Magic,
Neoplatonism, Kabbalism,
Renaissance, Hermeticism,
Freemasonry, Number Symbolism, Spiritualism Theosophy, and many more.
Of particular interest are
the chapters on modern
religions and esoteric philosophies such as Anthroposophy (Rudolph Steiner),
the Golden Dawn, OTO,
Gurdjiev and the Fourth
Way, a variety of New Age
movements including really obscure ones, and an
excellent chapter on HP
Blavatsky and Theosophy by
leading theosophical historian Michael Gomes. Each
has a short chapter of about
10 pages so that the reader
can easily gain an overview
of the subject in a short
time.
The book is arranged
chronologically so you can
appreciate how one movement relates to later developments.
The chapter on The Mystery Schools gives a lot of
information about the outer
rituals of the Greek mystery schools without really
reaching the heart or the
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essence of what they were
there to do – to accelerate
the spiritual evolution of
those worthy of the experience so that they could help
humanity on their slower
road of soul development.
Grace Knoche’s book on
The Mystery Schools (2ed,
Theosophical University
Press, 1999 available online
at:
www.theosociety.org/pasadena/mysterys/mystsch.
htm
provides this depth of understanding which is missing from academic treatments of the subject such as
this handbook. However, it
is really heartening to see
that both mysticism and
now esotericism are being
studied as regular subjects
in European, American,
and Australian universities
whereas just a few decades
ago universities had no interest in Theosophy or any
mystical/esoteric subject.
Reading this book one can
appreciate that the ‘golden
thread’ connecting the
many spiritual pathways
is the quest for spiritual
self-transformation; the
search for the Inner Self;
and through this process –
the transformation of our
world. As theosophists, we
tend naturally to look to the
East for spiritual guidance,
but reading this new book
one can appreciate that this
pathway has long been in
evidence in the West as it
has in the East.
– Reviewed by the Editor.

BU DDHISM:

THEOSOPHY AN D AN IN DETERMINATE SELF
- Don
Shepherd

I

n H.P. Blavatsky’s 1885 letter to Henry
Steel Olcott, she wrote that Mahatma
K.H. was a “true Esoterist of the Buddhist school.”1 Mahatma K.H. had written his first letter to A.P. Sinnett in1880
from Toling, a Buddhist monastery to the
northwest of Nepal originally dedicated
to the Prasangika teachings of Atisha and
Tsongkhapa.2 Both Atisha and Tsongkhapa de-emphasized the possible existence
of the self and, in many cases, appeared to
deny it. Considering that Mahatma K.H.
was such a staunch advocate for the eternality of the self in juxtaposing the Monad
that “never perishes whatever happens”
with the “one Life in its universal collectivity and entire or Absolute Abstraction”
in which that self could not be found, I
realized that, to discover Mahatma K.H.’s
Buddhism, I needed to look elsewhere
than to Toling.3

While it is true that H.P. Blavatsky had
encouraged the study of the Prasangika
school to “know anything of the esoteric
doctrines” of its Madhyamaka roots, the
Prasangika school only focused on the
negational reality of Absolute Abstraction
and not on the continuance of the Monad
into Nirvana and beyond.4 In support
of Mahatma K.H.’s position, H.P. Blavatsky had also written that “Paranirvanic
‘spirits,’ or units, have and must preserve
their divine (not human) individualities”
throughout the “night of Brahma or even
the Universal Pralaya” to re-emerge as the
“same individual Divine Monad” in its
“majestic path of evolution.”5
I was in search of a Buddhism that
acknowledged both positions: the eternality of the self and Absolute Abstraction. In reading The Secret Doctrine,
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it became clear that my search would
take me prior to the 4th century A.D.
since, with Asanga’s reformulation of
Yogachara Buddhism at that time, the
“true nature of Paranirvana” had been
withdrawn from the public to “become
entirely esoteric.”6 I wanted to go back
to the separation of “orthodox Buddhism” as the “public teachings of Gautama the Buddha” from his “esoteric
Budhism.”7 This led me to the early
origins of Buddhism with the Pudgalavadins, or the Personalists, in the 3rd
century B.C. who asserted the realness of the self. I followed the thread
of the Pudgalavadins to their demise
in the 11th century and found that it
was accompanied by resurgence in the

idea for the realness of the self in the
Shentong, or Other-Emptiness, teachings that emerged in the 11th century to
culminate in the masterful 14th century
works of Dolpopa Sherab Gyaltsen.
Where one tradition ended, the other
began and re-presented the concept of
the self. I realized then that Buddhism
(despite popular opinion) had never been
about the lack of the self but the historical continuity of the self. This self was so
difficult to find because, though real, it
was indeterminate. The indeterminacy of
the self—in not being precisely fixed, in
not corresponding to dualistic categories,
in not being definitely defined—gave to
life all its beautiful paradoxes. It seemed
that H.P. Blavatsky’s “Esoteric school,” as
re-expressed in Mahatma K.H.’s Buddhism, had always promulgated a doctrine of the self, even though succeeding
generations misunderstood.8 In studying
the Pudgalavada and Shentong traditions,
I could argue that Buddhism was about
the historical continuity of a real indeterminate self that reflected the teachings of
H.P. Blavatsky’s esoteric tradition.
To trace the historical continuity of an
indeterminate self, I had to begin with
the passing of Gautama Buddha into
Nirvana in the 5th century B.C. With
his death, a series of Buddhist Councils
were held. The Second Council (most
likely in the 3rd century B.C.) led to the
division between the Mahasamghika,
or the Great Assembly, and the Sthavira
Nikaya, or Sect of the Elders. The Mahasamghika established the Mahayana
or Great Vehicle tradition and the Sthavira Nikaya established the Theravada
or Doctrine of the Elders tradition. It
has been assumed that both traditions
taught the theory of no-self where the
self is imputed as existent due to the aggregate of a variety of senses as opposed
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to being an intrinsic swabhava behind the senses. But the issue is not so
simple. For example, Nagarjuna’s denial
of the self in the Mahayana tradition
(3rd century A.D.) may have primarily
applied to an emptiness of self-nature
in the illusory world of conventional
reality. He may have only argued for a
denial of a self in ultimate reality on a
technicality. For him, a self was independent, but since he viewed the Dharmadhatu, or the one “basic element,”
as neither dependent or independent
since it was free “from such conditions,”
he denied its selfhood even though it
resided in “every sentient being,” signified the exalted state of the Tathagata
Buddha, and shone everywhere as the
“ground of brightness” beyond the
“ground of darkness” to the “very
limits of all space.”9
The issue was
equally complicated
in the Theravada
tradition. In the
Anguttara Nikaya
or Numerical Discourses, all “things”
were “non-self,” but
the human mind
could become
“luminous,” leading
the individual to an
exalted state where
he was no longer
“percipient” of “this
world” but where he
still remained “percipient.”10 Who or what remained percipient? In the Dhammapada, the path of the
individual who found “perfect deliverance through realization of the Void and
the conditionlessness of all forms” was
as “difficult to trace” as a “track of birds
in the air.”11 It was challenging to find

the self, but this didn’t mean it was nonexistent.
The Theravada text, Digha Nikaya or
Long Discourses, took up the search for
the individual in the range of the Void
through multiple stations of consciousness up to the seventh, where the self
became “one who is conscious of this true
but subtle perception of the Sphere of
No-Thingness.”12 The perceptions of NoThingness arose with the disappearance
of coarser perceptions. A self perceived
the lack of a self in things. Then the individual attained “cessation.”13 “Cessation”
was an eighth station transcendent of
perception and non-perception; the self ’s
self-identification as either percipient or
impercipient disappeared.14
While some Buddhists argued that
this eighth station implied the
non-existence of
the self, the eighth
station could also
imply that there was
still an individual,
belonging to a third
category beyond
dualism, experiencing the self ’s dissolution of percipience
and impercipience.
The Buddha did
not see much point
in delineating the
self as either material and limited, material and unlimited,
immaterial and limited, or immaterial
and unlimited.15 His liberation involved
a “super-knowledge” that transcended
dualism; one should not try to determine
if a self existed in that exalted state.16
If all “dhammas are without self,” this
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Picture:
Dölpopa
Shérap Gyeltsen (12921361), known
simply as
Dölpopa, was
a Tibetan
Buddhist master. Known as
"The Buddha
from Dölpo,"
a region
in modern
Nepal, he was
the principal
exponent of
the shentong
teachings, and
an influential
member of the
Jonang tradition of Tibetan Buddhism.

merely reiterated the Anguttara Nikaya’s
argument that all things were non-self;
the argument was irrelevant to a station
beyond the dualism of things.17 If all
“forms of existence are unreal,” then who
or what could possibly exist in conventional reality to grasp the realness of the
individual in ultimate reality that transcended existence and non-existence?18
It would seem no one, and yet the self
remained percipient through the stations
of consciousness. How do we know that
the individual survived that dissolution?
Because the Buddha established that the
“summit of perception” was both “one
and many.”19
While scholarship has emphasized the
Mahasamghika and Sthavira Nikaya
traditions because these two groups gave
birth to Mahayana and Theravada Buddhism, another division at the Second
Council has been largely ignored because
of the lack of surviving literature: Pudgalavada Buddhism. Around 280 B.C.

the Pudgalavadins separated from the
Sthaviras to become popularly independent. The 7th century Chinese explorer
Xuanzang recorded the existence of the
Pudgalavadins, marvelling at the extent of
their followers. Just one of their sub-sects
in India supported over 66,000 monks
and 1,000 monasteries.20 This meant that
more than one-quarter of the “total population” of Buddhist monks in India during the 7th century was Pudgalavadin.21
What is even more significant is that
these Pudgalavadins believed in a pudgala, or a self. Some of them believed in two
selves—a dependent self and an absolute
self. The dependent self corresponded
to the illusory self in conventional reality and the absolute self corresponded
to a real self in ultimate reality. This real
self continued in Nirvana even after the
aggregates were dropped away. In one of
the surviving texts of the Pudgalavadins,
it stated, “The Buddha spoke…the person
is eternal.”22 The self was eternal not because it could be measured but because it
was indeterminate. An indeterminate self
could neither be impermanent or permanent since it could never be found, but it
was spoken of as eternal due to its realness. It was impossible to say whether the
pudgala (as the realness of a “luminous”
personhood in Nirvana) was different or
not different from the characteristics of
the aggregates of things; it belonged to an
inexpressible third category where the self
was not merely a “designation of aggregates.”23
Some Mahayana and Theravada Buddhists equated the pudgala with the
Hindu Atman. Arguing that an indeterminate but real self was incoherent,
their theories conflicted with Pudgalavada. Since they could not reason it
out, it could not exist. These Buddhists
failed to understand that the Pudgalavadins operated from a unique premise.
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The Pudgalavadins maintained that
an indeterminate ultimate reality did
not exist exactly as it appeared since its
nature was subtancelessness whereas
their opponents such as the Prasangikas
maintained that a determinate ultimate
reality appeared exactly as it existed.
Claiming that they were the only ones
who actually understood the Buddha’s
“doctrine of insubstantiality,” the Pudgalavadins presented the self as illusory
(in a temporary sense) in conventional
reality and insubstantial (in an immeasurable sense) in ultimate reality.24 Their
doctrine contrasted with the Eternalist position for an Atman since no
“substantial, permanent self ” was ever
posited.25
When the Pudgalavadins disappeared
between the 7th and the 11th centuries, it
seemed that the Buddhist emphasis on
the realness of a self might disappear. But
it resurfaced in the 11th century just northwest of the
modern-day Nepalese border near Toling Monastery.
Yumo Mikyo Dorje passed
“down orally” a “hidden
doctrine without any written texts” that taught a view
of “extrinsic-emptiness”
that did not deny identity
to an intrinsic self.26 His
teachings established a new
philosophical system that
allowed for an absolute self
in ultimate reality.
Born in 1292, Dolpopa Sherab Gyaltsen
promulgated this new philosophical system under the label Shentong, or OtherEmptiness, and spread it throughout
Tibet as an alternative to Prasangika. In
his doctrine, Dolpopa carefully explained
that what was “empty of self-nature” must
be distinguished from what was “empty of

other.”27 What was “empty of self-nature,”
or Rangtong, was a temporary phenomenal aggregate. What was “empty of
other,” or Shentong, was a “basic element”
in ultimate reality that operated as its
own entity as the “basis and source of all
phenomena” even after those temporary
phenomenal aggregates dissociated.28 The
basic element could not be empty of itself
since it survived as a nirvanic essence of
“ultimate clearlight,” “self-arisen pristine
wisdom,” “great bliss,” and “partless pervader.”29
For Dolpopa, the illusory self in conventional reality viewed the darkness
of Space as a “non-affirming negative”
because it could not see beyond the Void,
but, if one bypassed that Void, an “affirming negative” transcended the darkness as
the clear light of ultimate reality.30 Even a
buddha did not “find the non-existence of
the self of the ultimate noumenon.”31 But
although this luminous
self could be affirmed, it
was indeterminate since
the basic element as the
basis and its fruit in both
realities (ultimate and
conventional) could not
be differentiated into
categories of sameness or
difference; the basic element, just like the pudgala, operated as a third
category outside of things.
Thus, the self in Shentong
was “inexpressible” just
as the self in Pudgalavada
32
was “ineffable.”
It was clear that an early sect of Buddhism, the Pudgalavadins, established an
enduring philosophy for an indeterminate self, but did H.P. Blavatsky’s theosophical vision support such a conclusion? In reviewing her writings, I kept
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coming back to the statement in The Secret Doctrine that the “true nature of Paranirvana” had been withdrawn from the
public with the rise of Yogachara school.33
Since Prasangika had also broken away
from the “purely esoteric schools” after
Nagarjuna and the Theravadins could
only understand the “correct character”
of their “Hinayana exoteric books” if they
looked back to the “secret volumes” of
Nagarjuna, it might be possible that H.P.
Blavatsky held a view in common with
a Buddhist tradition that preceded these
later developments.34 The Pudgalavadins
believed in an indeterminate but real self
that entered Nirvana and Paranirvana to
re-unite with its own luminous personhood and to subsequently, as opposed to
being annihilated, exit that ultimate reality to return as a self-identical individual
into conventional reality. The “loss” of
the “person” in Paranirvana was “no less
illusory” than its “apparent identity” with
the temporary aggregates.35
H.P. Blavatsky held that the self was indeterminate even though it paradoxically
entered and left Paranirvana with its identity intact. In The Secret Doctrine, she
wrote, “The thread of radiance which is
imperishable and dissolved only in Nirvana, re-emerges from it in its integrity
on the day when the Great Law calls all
things back into action.”36 The thread
of radiance connecting the experiences
of a man dissolved into a nirvanic “Laya”
or “neutral centre”—the immutable in potentia—which acted as a “limiting point
of any given set of senses.”37 Since the temporary senses (relative to whatever plane
of existence in an endless series) could not
perceive the self as it transited through
the laya-center (thereby giving rise to the
appearance for the dissolution of percipience and impercipience), the real self was
indeterminate.
Paranirvana was “absolute” but in a “rela38 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / JULY 2020

tive sense, for it must give room to further
absolute perfection.”38 In that “further
absolute perfection” there was always the
indeterminate self just beyond the next
laya-center. For H.P. Blavatsky, the indeterminate self of the immutable in potentia was the “Point” merged back through
the darkness into the “Circle” where that
“Circle” represented the immaculate white
“Disk” in the “Eternity” of Kosmos or
ultimate reality, but the ever-continuing
life of that “Point” could not be discerned
because it stretched beyond “differentiation.”39 This Point was Mahatma K.H.’s
Monad, the one that never perished whatever happened; the Circle was Mahatma
K.H.’s Absolute Abstraction.
In thinking on this Point as an individuality that merged back into the primordial
ground of the great Circle, I remembered
an image that Tsongkhapa had presented
in his commentary on the Guhyasamaja
Tantra (Treatise on a Gathering of Se-

Picture: Tsongkhapa (1357-1419), was
a famous teacher of Tibetan Buddhism
whose activities led to the formation of
the Gelug school of Tibetan Buddhism to
which the Dalai Lama belongs.

crets). The image depicted a great Buddha sitting within his “sphere of space” as
on a “lotus” or “lion throne.”40 It was in
the “heart center, radiant, like a lamp, unchanging and supremely subtle” that the
“highest lord” resided “indestructible.”41
This image seemed to convey the notion
of a laya-center, a concept symbolized by
H.P. Blavatsky’s immaculate white disk
with its potentially manifesting point as
the selfhood of the Monad.

cal circles, and follow the “magic” of his
path to try and arrive at the discovery of
“That Place”—a place where the eternality of the self and Absolute Abstraction
overlapped—“so long desired, so hard to
realize”.45
n

G. de Purucker had taught that there is
“no laya–center where there is no individual, whether cosmic or human.”42 He
explained, “Every celestial globe—and
indeed every atom—is in its central core
of essence such a laya-center or point of
individual intercommunion, which is
the individual entity’s pathway of communication with the next higher or lower
inner plane or world.”43 The Point, as a
Monad, disappeared back into the immaculate white disk where, losing its
polarity, it could neither perceive itself nor
be perceived by others. Tsongkhapa’s image of the Buddha may have been residing
within a laya-center or what the Theravadins referred to as the eighth station
of consciousness, the “Realm of NeitherPerception-Nor-Non-Perception,” where
the self experienced its own dissolution
with a loss of polarity but nevertheless
continued.44 In his teachings, the Buddha refused to acknowledge whether a
Tathagata was existent or non-existent; he
could not give acknowledgement because
the Nirvanic zero-point of the laya-center
transcended both.

2. H.P. Blavatsky, The Letters of H.P. Blavatsky to A.P. Sinnett (Pasadena: Theosophical University Press, 1973), 11.

From this perspective, it now made sense
to me why Mahatma K.H., as an Esoteric
Buddhist, was at Toling Monastery, a Prasangika school, despite an apparent contradiction between their teachings. It was
now time for me to turn to Tsongkhapa,
someone so highly praised in theosophi-
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OBITUARY:

Wynn Wolfe
(1943-2020)

W

ith sadness we heard in April of the
passing of distinguished member of the
American Section and long-time worker for
Theosophy, Wynn Wolfe. Wynn came from
humble beginnings in an orphanage to build a
very successful hairdressing business in Los Angeles before moving to be with his family after
his retirement in Tucson, Arizona, USA. Wynn’s
real passion was for astronomy and modern art,
and he brought his love of art, astronomy, and
Theosophy together in his many articles for our
international magazine, Sunrise, and his many
Friday night lectures at our International HQ
in Pasadena. Wynn not only had a prodigious
knowledge of modern art, but was a wellknown practising artist in traditional and hightech media with exhibitions in Los Angeles
galleries. I can well remember his presentation
on what he called ‘Philartsophy’, the combination of modern art and Theosophy, which had
all the elements of his great sense of humour, his
artists lateral view of reality, and his unique way
of explaining theosophical concepts. Wynn’s
warmth, wit, curiosity, art, and life moved and
touched us in countless ways. His series of
artworks of Calla Lilies on You Tube gives some
idea of his sensitivity and his ability to reach out
with his art:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l__XZcYXDDk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3mMtL2XEhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsJ3qEL3wRo
We salute Wynn’s contribution to Theosophy
in this life and wish him ‘bon voyage’ on his
journey amongst the stars he so loved so
well - ‘Gaudeat in Astris’ (‘He rejoices now
amongst the stars’.)

NATURE AND
THE BUTTERFLY
Within the warm darkness of her protecting cacoon,
Lies the sleeping caterpillar dead to the world,
Or so it seems to the unsuspecting eye.
But Nature never sleeps in her sublime journeys.
Even in the dead of the coldest winter, beings,
Sleep patiently, waiting for that magical sign,
That secret yearning for the love and power of
Growth and Rebirth.
When the time arrives, the snows from the icy,
Distant mountains begin to melt, the sun shines
With renewed enthusiasm, and birds whistle in a
Harmonious symphony as the dark forest shakes
Herself from her long winter’s sleep.
When love stirs the caterpillar ever so gently,
She wakes and climbs out of her winter dwelling.
Behold the metamorphosis! Bright are her colours –
The golden hues of the rainbow! Graceful are her
Wings, reflecting in the pale sunlight of the early
Spring morning.
Fear not youthful butterfly. Spread your wings
Toward the bright sun. Open yourself to the beauty
Of the world. Fly to the heavens; rest on a
Reposeful cloud.
We, ourselves, are caterpillars trapped in our own
Cacoons. Release yourselves! Feel love and
Compassion for all beings around you. Cast away
Your winter Cacoon for the spiritual light of
Eternal Spring.
Fly with the spirit of the butterfly.
- James Feinstein, Los Angeles, California, USA.
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